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About This Game

Grow, fight, collect and evade in the last cosmic arena at the very end of time. Acquire MASS to evolve your EXOFORM from
the nimble ATOM to the godlike OMEGA and compete for fun and dominance in a fast-paced, multiplayer shooter.

ATOMEGA™ !

It is the very end of time. Reality dissolves like cotton candy in a puddle and all that exists are EXOFORMS, super advanced
post-biological lifeforms; masters of matter and energy and the last, distant relative to man and machine. As the laws of physics
slowly repeal the EXOFORMS fight for fun and dominance, replaying the final moments of the universe over and over in the

last arena that will ever exist.

ATOMEGA™ !

1st person retro-arena shooter. FIGHT LIKE IT’S THE END OF TIME!

1 Arena, 5 Variants, each on the brink of destruction. MASTER YOUR LAST MOMENTS!

Compete online with up to 8 players. COMPETE FOR GLORY!

Collect Mass to evolve through 7 EXOFORMs from nimble ATOM to godlike OMEGA each with different strengths,
weaknesses and tactical advantages. BIGGER IS BETTER!
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Sustain OMEGA form to dominate the arena. YOU ARE LIKE UNTO A GOD!

Seek vengeance with the Nemesis mechanic. HOLD THAT GRUDGE!

Collect 10 HACKS to temporally boost your abilities. WHAT IS EVEN HAPPENING!
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Title: ATOMEGA
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Reflections, a Ubisoft Studio
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core i3-550 @ 3.0 GHz or AMD FX 4100 @ 3.6 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX660 (2GB VRAM) or AMD HD7750 (2GB VRAM) or more

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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Real nice game GG 10/10. ATOMEGA is a light, polished game, with a defined, well-thought-out concept. The scale between
evolution sizes works really well with overall gameplay philosophy, with small lifeforms scuttling through tiny cracks and
pestering the building-size colossi trudging through the map.

It can be kind of hard to fill a match without a few friends to play with. At $3, though, you can afford to buy a few gift copies..
this game is bullcrap i can't even play i. it is a ripoff for everysingle person living in australia the optimisation is crap and unless
it gets fixed DON'T BUY THIS PEICE OF CRAP. Needs to be much more complicated, right now, it's way too simple.. Solid,
simple fun.

And it's cheap as hell, go for it.. First off there's no Uplay. Thank you lord.

Now, this is a great little gem. There's a really interesting multiplayer shooter here, with great graphics and sound and a nifty
idea. If more people gave this game a fair shot so its playerbase could grow this one would be a real keeper.. Reasons to NOT
like this game:

It's very clean for most first-person-shooters. (Important for people who think: "Either it's bloody or it's bad.")

VERY heavy synth music or no music at all. (If that applies)

A simple science mistake: The end of reality wouldn't allow the scoreboard to exist, because (If you don't want to read it,
you don't have to): The way information processing works requires for there to be particles to interact in a way that
handles the processing, and the end of reality would destroy all particles in existence, so the "end of the world" you see
would probably be the time-machine they use to pull everyone out of a crumbling universe and into a more stable one,
yet one of the "good game" text pieces is: "Sweet Oblivion is upon us." either implying that reality did end or being
sarcastic. This is only important to EXTREME science geeks, and the rest is successful suspension of disbelief, one of
the rules of Science fiction. Speaking of which...

It's Sci-fi. However, if you can't see a good game through it's sci-fi (or any genre) skin, then you need to see someone
about that.

Lack of players. This can be (but, as of this being written isn't being) fixed with advertizing. However, it's a very good
reason for a game like this.

Notice how short that list is. Also, notice that I rebuted four out of five of them. Spread the word about this, and 10 dollars is
WORTH this game (even though I got it for $5).. I bought this game just because I thought it would be a decent game and had
some spare money, but oh my god...this game is great! I really hope more gets added to this title because of how big this could
be. I want more maps, more upgrades, and maybe even more variation in transformations! This game is very limited right now,
but it is still incredibly impressive witht he little it has.

I definatley recommend this!
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I liked this game alot would highly recommend! Here is a video of me playing! https://youtu.be/snDdBvKR8vg. The game has
fun playing mechanics, it's short, fast paced and sometimes intense.

Too bad I couldn't find any matches at the moment I was writing this review.. Great concept, however player community is
pretty much dead from what I can tell. All I seem to find are low player count matches where there are frequent "team up"
situations. I would say this game has been abandoned by the devs. They failed to add AI players and thus have allowed the game
to die.. This game is pretty cool, the graphics are incredible when highest, and I love the playability. The only thing that bothers
me is the price. Sure, 10 bucks for a game that has only 1 game mode and customization.

But I know it's not going to be too much trouble, because im sure the creators will be working on some amazing updates soon,
but yeah, buy this game when it has some kind of offer, like at 50% or 25% off, you know. But over all, great game.. I have
been looking at this game for a long time and never decided to get it thinking it would be the same as many of the .IO games, I
was wrong. This game is the perfection of all those worked to death flash games. This a very fast, very fun game. I would
recommend this game if you are looking for a cheap game to play with friends. The game ran VERY smootly and didn't give me
any frame drops. I can't wait to play more of this and hopefully this review will get others of you to play it too!. Unique
gameplay......for just 10 dollars ? Plus they've released new maps ? Given how much DLC there is these days and the value that
could be had for the game is fairly good. Sure its a 10 $ game with a multiplayer feature only, but at the very least you don't
have to pay additional $$ to "unlock" the game's full potenital , nor do you have to grind out hours upon hours of gameplay to
keep up with others that have thrown down $$ to " buy skills. "

If you want a departure from the current FPS's that are popular out there( Be it battlefield or COD ) , the game play IS
different. At different evolution levels you'll play a much more different style then before . Don't expect to just respawn and
then suddenly run and gun someone that's far more powerful then you are down asap . There are ways to take them down ,
however it requires knowing when to attack versus just straight up relying on bruteforce . ( Sure MOBAs have this) but with one
catch as its explained in the store page.

There are drawbacks, however with this kind of game the maps will become the " balancing factor" as per say . For now they're
still working on that aspect but the most recent 2 maps that were released have alleviated the issues that some might scream/
shout about " balance." Since there's nothing like it that's attempted in any other game(s) before. There are different ways to
play at each stage of the evolution . When your a cell, don't expect to take down a superior, your going to have to play
differently, and vice versa but there's AWLAYS a way to catch up .

Sure it can snowball at times, but its doesn't snowball as hard as many (if not all)MOBA games. The powerups can use some
tweaking, but for those who have played Quake or UT, those power ups are somewhat similar in a way.

If the devs are reading this, their map design's getting better, however it would be nice to have multiple spots where there is
enough mass that can be gathered quickly.

Sure the mass fountains located in the middle of the map should have the most mass being generated per second, but the ones at
the other parts of the map shouldn't be a great deal slower.... it'll give the sense that there won't be too much of a snowball going.

Or even better, design a few new gamemodes........might require some tweaking(Primarily how the maps work )...... King of the
hill .... CTF ? That would be interesting heh ... Ditto with TDM or such. But given the premise of the game. its one of its kind i
haven't seen any other games that utilitze power with a large drawback in the way it does.. Nice to have and easy to play :). The
only problem with this game is that there aren't that many players.

I dont give a s h i t if this review isn't useful in any way. I say its good enough to only complain about there being not so many
players. SO BUY THIS F UCKING GAME!

Edit: I haven't played this game in a long while so I don't know what changes have been made to it. But on the most basic levels
of how this game is played, you collect blocks around the map to become bigger and go through stages of size, at some point
becoming big enough to stop and hurt nearby enemies. In all forms, your main method of attacking is shooting lasers, which
with every bigger form becomes slower yet more powerful.

In the end you reach a large human-like form and turn gold, and you have a laser that shoots out forever as long as you are
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holding down the button. In this form, you also lose your mass of blocks and will soon die to restart everything again.Shooting
your laser makes you lose mass faster, however shooting enemies makes you recover your mass faster than you lose it naturally.
You aren't invincible though. If my memory serves correctly, your mass will gradually speed up it's loss progress, and enemies
can still attack you to lower it.

In the end, your goal is to get the highest score so you get the most experience points and level up to get new skins and colors.

People can be ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s in this game and never give you a chance to become big, like destroying you before you get to
even just the third stage.. i win one game as omega and i was 2nd
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